
PAGE ONE (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Outer space. We're zoomed in on the planet Jupiter – close enough that we can see the faint 

rings that circle the planet. An alien ship passes through those rings. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
SPLASH
Inside the alien ship. We're looking down on the alien K'raitor, which work on multiple 

monitors while a red haired woman walks toward a menacing figure hidden in the shadows. The 
shadowed figure sits in a high backed chair, radiating immense power and authority. 

WOMAN: General, we have located the ship in which Josel fled. 
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PAGE TWO (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus in on the red haired woman and the figure in the shadows. Pan in to ignore the rest of the 

figures on the board of the ship. 
SHADOW: You've served me well, Lt. Nuatie.
WOMAN: It is an honor to serve you, General Thunder Bolt. 
WOMAN: But, please, you know I prefer to be called Electric Girl. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan in on Thunder Bolt. We can see the outline of his face in the shadow – but no details. 
THUNDER BOLT: So... where has our old friend been located?

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan out. Electric Girl is holding something that looks like a space age tablet. The glow of the 

screen reflects off her face as she taps away at it. 
ELECTRIC GIRL: The ship landed on a planet called... “Earth.” It appears to be inhabited by 

marginally intelligent beings.
ELECTRIC GIRL: What would you have us do, should these being interfere and become a 

problem, General?
THUNDER BOLT: Electric Girl... no being, knowing the consequences, would interfere with 

our glorious plans. 
THUNDER BOLT:  Now. We came here for our friend. Let's see if this “Earth” will prove 

useful to us. Scan it for energy sources. 



PAGE THREE (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
SPLASH
Scene pans away from the pair. We're looking at a screen at the front of the ship. The screen 

shows Earth – covered in grid lines, barometrics and other measurements. 
THUNDER BOLT: (not pictured) Perfect. This planet may yet be worth conquering. Electric 

Girl, take a small K'raitor army and make sure they have their fill of energy as we conquer this planet.
THUNDER BOLT: (not pictured) We will eliminate our old friend – once and for all.  

INSERT PANEL TWO
Focus in – over the shoulder of Electric Girl as she studies the screen. 
ELECTRIC GIRL: And the beings? Should they be spared?

INSERT PANEL THREE
Darkness. We see the outline of Thunder Bolt again, but we still cannot make out details. His 

eyes glow a dark hue of green in the darkness. 
THUNDER BOLT: Spared? No... 
THUNDER BOLT: We will watch them burn. We will celebrate our victory over their ashes. 



PAGE FOUR (two panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Rockford City. We see a panorama of the InterCross Tower. Up the road from the tower, we see 

Silver Tiger traveling toward the tower – riding on his motorcyle. 
CAPTION: InterCross Labs, Rockford City

INSERT PANEL TWO
POPOUT
A door slides open in the side of the building, allowing Silver Tiger to ride directly into the 

building. 



PAGE FIVE (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Wide angled shot from above. We see Silver Tiger ride around inside the base on his 

motorcycle. In a far corner of the base, we can see something that looks like a control room. The wall is
covered with different monitors and screens, which all display different areas of the city. We can almost
make out a figure walking away from the control panels. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Silver Tiger stops at the base of the control panel platform. He sits astride his bike as Janet 

approaches him.
JANET: Welcome back.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Focus in on the motorcycle. Silver Tiger removes his mask, dropping it onto the seat of his bike.
SILVER TIGER: (not pictured) Like I'd keep you waiting. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Silver Tiger faces Janet. His hand is outstretched, holding a small, gift wrapped box. 
SILVER TIGER: Happy anniversary, sweetheart.
JANET: Oh, baby. You remembered. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Focus in on Janet. Silver Tiger cups her jaw affectionately. 
SILVER TIGER: (not pictured) Of course I remembered. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Silver Tiger and Janet embrace and are about to kiss. Behind them, we can see one of the 

monitors. A warning is flashing in bright red.
SILVER TIGER: Tonight, I want to spend as much time as I can with you.
JANET: Always such a romantic, darling...



PAGE SIX (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
 Amber City. The sun is setting, casting a glow on the city below. Strong Man is seen 

descending upon the terrace of his apartment. 
CAPTION: Amber City

INSERT PANEL TWO
Inside the apartment. Sophia is sitting on the couch. She's still wearing the dress she had worn 

to dinner. In the background, we can see that dinner is still set where Strong Man had left it earlier. 
Sophia is watching the news broadcast, learning what had happened while Brian was away. 

TELEVISION: ...sources confirm it was an alien ship....

INSERT PANEL THREE
POPOUT
Focus in on Sophia. She looks up, having heard something behind her. 
SOPHIA: Brian?

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Scene from over Sophia's shoulder. Strong Man lands on the terrace. He faces Sophia, looking 

bothered by the recent events. 
STRONG MAN: Yes... it's me...

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Sophia hurries to Strong Man's side. She places a hand on his arm, looking up at him. She looks

so small next to Strong Man. 
SOPHIA: What happened out there?



PAGE SEVEN (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Focus in on Strong Man's face. He's completely disheartened. 
STRONG MAN: Sophia...

INSERT PANEL TWO
Strong Man moves past Sophia, toward the couch. He removes part of his costume, leaving 

himself shirtless. The whole page – especially this panel – is very dark, conveying Strong Man's 
feelings of defeat. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Strong Man takes Sophia's place on the couch. Sophia stands behind him, putting her hands on 

his shoulders. 
STRONG MAN: The good guys didn't win tonight...



PAGE EIGHT (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Entrance of a familiar military base. A group of soldiers march by in perfect unison. 
CAPTION: Fort Grant Military Base, North Carolina

INSERT PANEL TWO
Inside the military base. A group of scientists make their way down a hallway – wearing 

protective yellow gowns. They pass by a laboratory where a capsule, containing the the recently 
obtained alien, is located. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
The group of scientists enter the laboratory. As they enter, we can see General Reese and Lt. 

Lucy Campbell through the open door of an adjacent room. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Inside the laboratory. The group of scientists – dressed in yellow protective gear – is gathered 

around a table that is in the middle of the room. The alien who had crashed in Amber City is laid out on
the table. The alien is heavily sedated and showing signs of injury from the earlier crash. The 
surrounding scientists are studying the alien, collecting blood and tissue samples – others are working 
on stitching up and dressing wounds. 



PAGE NINE (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Close up of one of the scientists. We can see his face – it's Dr. Edison – as he works on the body.

There's a reflection of the alien's body in his visor. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan out. It's revealed that one of the walls in the laboratory is actually a two way mirror. At our 

angle, we can see General Reese and Lt. Campbell are behind the glass. In the foreground, Dr. Edison 
continues to work on the alien's body. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Close up of Dr. Edison again. The other scientists stop what they're doing to look at him in 

puzzlement. 
DR. EDISON: What's this...?

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Looking down at the alien. The alien's eyes are closed, but there's definite movement behind the

eyelids. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Pan in. Dr. Edison leans in close to the alien, putting his face close to that of the seemingly 

unconscious alien. The alien's eyes are still closed, but there is still movement to be seen. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Focus in close on the alien's face. Its eyes snap open. Its white eyes are tinged with yellow 

around the corners. 



PAGE TEN (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Close up panel. The alien reaches out, grabbing the electrical cord protruding off the back of 

some machine. Sparks of yellow electricity flare from the cord and spiral up the alien's arm. Panel 
focuses in on the alien's arm and fist. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan out. The alien is almost sitting up on the table – his arm is still outstretched, gripping that 

electrical cord. The yellow electricity sparks from his arm to his torso. His eyes glow the same yellow 
of the electricity. The electricity is starting to spark off his body. The scientists back away from the 
alien, their hands up in casual surrender. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
The scientists continue to back away from the alien as his body no longer just sparks, but is now

glowing with power. The alien is now sitting on the table, his legs dangling just shy of touching the 
floor. 

DR. EDISON: Just... take it easy...

INSERT PANEL FOUR
The alien faces Dr. Edison. His hands are on the table, holding it at the edges – he continues to 

glow. The alien is in the process of lowering himself down to the floor. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Focus in on the alien's foot – it's glowing yellow, electricity sparking – as it touches the floor. A 

wave of power is expelled the moment it makes contact. 



PAGE ELEVEN (one panel) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
SPLASH
The laboratory explodes in a blinding yellow/white light – blurring out the scientists as they try 

to shield themselves. The only clear figure is the alien, standing unaffected in the center of the blast. 



PAGE TWELVE (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Small splash. Inside the adjacent room. That blinding light flashes through the window. General

Reese  and Lt. Campbell shield their eyes from the blast of light. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
The light dies down. General Reese is at the window, his hands pressed against the glass. 

Beyond him, we can see all of the scientists on the floor of the laboratory. The alien continues to stand 
in the middle of the room. He's ceased to glow.

REESE: Edison!!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan out. Reese – shocked by what he's seen – pounds at the glass. Lt. Campbell is holding a 

radio to her mouth. She looks serious, focused. 
CAMPBELL: I need reinforcements at laboratory alpha. 
CAMPBELL: Repeat. Reinforcements to alpha laboratory.



PAGE THIRTEEN (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Hallway outside the laboratory. A small segment of soldiers – dressed just like the ones outside 

the compound – hurry down the hallway in formation.

INSERT PANEL TWO
The soldiers stop outside a door as it slides open. Lt. Lucy Campbell stands in the doorway. 

She's holding up a pistol. 
CAMPBELL: Dr. Edison is locked in with that thing!
CAMPBELL: Move out!!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Campbell leads the contingent of soldiers into the lab. Scene shows Campbell standing outside 

the laboratory as the door slides open. 
SFX: (door opening) whoossh

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Small splash. Shot over Campbell's shoulder – we can see that she's holding her pistol in a 

teacup style grip. The laboratory is a complete mess from the small explosion. The scientists are all still
lying on the floor of the laboratory. There's a whole in the wall opposite the door, which leads to 
another hallway. Dr. Edison can just be made out in the the mess. 

CAMPBELL: Dr. Edison!



PAGE FOURTEEN (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Campbell kneels beside Dr. Edison. The scientist is just barely raising his head. 
CAMPBELL: (softly) Doctor...

INSERT PANEL TWO
POPOUT
Close up of Lucy Campbell. She's looking fierce. 
CAMPBELL: After that thing!!!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Pan out, focusing on on Dr. Edison and Lucy Campbell. Dr. Edison is gripping the collar of 

Campbell's uniform. 
EDISON: (trembling) Don't kill it.
EDISON: I must have it alive!

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Scene shifts to the hallways of the compound. We see the alien from behind – the silhouette of 

the alien runs down the hallway at full speed. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Shot from over the alien's shoulder. He's come to a T in the hallway. He looks either way, trying 

to decide which way to go. 
CAMPBELL: (voiceover) We'll find him.



PAGE FIFTEEN (six panels) 

This page is set up as two columns of panels, designed to show events happening concurrently. 
This should be the left side of a two page spread.

INSERT PANEL ONE A
The dark hallway is lit up by yellow energy emitting from the alien. It moves down his arms in 

waves. 
ALIEN: (to himself) (in an alien language?) I will not be trapped again. 

INSERT PANEL TWO A
Scene shifts to outside the compound. A blast of energy blows out one of the walls. 
SFX: (blast) Ba-Boooommm

INSERT PANEL THREE A
The alien runs away from the compound – the yellow glow is much less than before. 

INSERT PANEL ONE B
Inside the halls of the compound. The soldiers are stopped, not sure which way to turn. A faint 

yellow glow can be seen down one hallway. 
SOLDIER: That way!

INSERT PANEL TWO B
Shot from over the shoulders of the soldiers. They're watching the alien run away from the 

compound. 

INSERT PANEL THREE B
Campbell is seen running up on the soldiers. 
CAMPBELL: Fire, damn it!!



PAGE SIXTEEN (six panels) 

This page is set up as two columns of panels, designed to show events happening concurrently. 
This should be the right side of a two page spread.

INSERT PANEL ONE A
Focus in on one of the soldiers. He has his rife shouldered and is taking aim.

INSERT PANEL TWO A
Close up of the soldier's hand on the trigger. His finger is slowly pressing down on the trigger.
CAMPBELL: (not pictured) Fire!

INSERT PANEL THREE A
Action panel. The soldier fires. We see the snap of fire from the rifle, and the bullet just leaving 

the barrel. 

INSERT PANEL ONE B
Action scene – the alien jumps into the air, yellow energy flaring about him.

INSERT PANEL TWO B
The yellow energy crackles out and the alien falls back to the ground. 

INSERT PANEL THREE B
The alien kneels on the ground, looking down at his hands as energy just barely crackles out of 

his fingers. 



PAGE SEVENTEEN (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Pan out. The alien looks over his shoulder to see the bullet racing toward him. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
The alien rolls backward onto the ground to avoid being shot. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Wide shot – the alien rises to his feet as the soldiers look on. 
SOLDIER: ...shit... 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Small splash. The alien's eyes light up a bright yellow. The yellow energy sparks and arcs 

between his hands – which are wide at his side, as he's in a fighting stance. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Focus on the soldiers – they ready their weapons, to fire more than one this time.
REESE: (not pictured) Enough!
REESE: (not pictured) Stand down!



PAGE EIGHTEEN (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Shot over the alien's shoulder as he looks at the soldiers that are lined up. A silhouette of 

General Reese appears behind the soldiers. 
REESE: Stand down, men.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Campbell puts a hand on Reese's shoulder, looking unsure. 
CAMPBELL: Sir?
REESE: I want to talk to it. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Small splash. Reese is standing on a hill, a small distance away from the alien. The alien, not 

moving, is looking up at General Reese. There's a sense of stillness in the scene – as if everyone 
involved is just waiting to see what will happen. 

REESE: Do you know why you're here?



PAGE NINETEEN (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
The alien cocks his head to the side as we watch him process the general's words. 
ALIEN: Why... I am here... 

INSERT PANEL TWO
General Reese looks more impressed than surprised when the alien responds in English. 
REESE: We brought you here to treat your wounds. 
ALIEN: Wounds...

INSERT PANEL THREE
Focus in on the alien. He raises his arm, looking at the stitched wounds. 
ALIEN: Treat my wounds. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
General Reese offers his hand – the alien looks at his hand suspiciously. Energy still crackles 

around the alien's hands. 
REESE: Come back inside.

INSERT PANEL FIVE
The alien reaches out, clasping General Reese's hand – the two shake hands. There is no sign of 

the yellow energy, since the alien has turned his power off. His eyes are now normal, and no longer 
yellow. 

ALIEN: Inside. 



PAGE TWENTY (seven panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
City skyline. The sun is just rising over Amber City.
CAPTION: Amber City

INSERT PANEL TWO
Suburban neighborhood. A young man is riding a bike, delivering newspapers. He reaches out, 

throwing a newspaper onto a stoop. The newspaper flies from his hand.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Close up of the newspaper. It fell, face up, on the stoop of one of the homes. The headline reads 

“UPO Crash in Amber City”

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Identical close up of the newspaper – except we can see that the scene behind the paper isn't a 

concrete stoop, it's now a wooden table. In the corner, we can see the hand of some man holding the 
paper. 

DARREL: (not pictured / thoughts) I should have been there...

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Scene pans out. We see that it's Darrel holding the newspaper. He's sitting in Doris' Diner. It's 

clear he's upset by what he's reading. Guilt is plain on his face. Doris can be seen in the background, 
approaching him. 

DORIS: Penny for your thoughts, dear?

INSERT PANEL SIX
Darrel looks up at Doris. 
DARREL: No... I'm fine. Really.
DORIS: I'll just refill your coffee then, dear.

INSERT PANEL SEVEN
Shot over Darrel's shoulder. He's looking up at the television screen, watching a press 

conference with the President of the United States – covering the alien visitor. Doris is on one edge of 
the panel, pouring coffee. 



PAGE TWENTY-ONE (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside InterCross Tower. Max (Silver Tiger) is seen sitting at his control panel. He's observing 

the many screens and monitors. He's sitting shirtless – we can see that he's wearing pajama bottoms and
nothing else. His finger tips are pressed against one another – arched in front of his face as he 
contemplates what he's seeing. The monitors show the crash from the previous night and the President's
current address. 

CAPTION: InterCross Tower
JANET: (not pictured) Coffee?

INSERT PANEL TWO
Janet comes up behind Max. She sets a cup of coffee on the control panel with one hand. Her 

other arm wraps around Max's shoulders. Janet is dressed in the pajama top that matches Max's pants, 
but nothing else. 

JANET: You shouldn't look so stressed after the night we had. 
MAX: Look.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Shot over the shoulders of Janet and Max. They're looking up at the main screen – which shows 

the crashed space ship in Amber City. Strong Man can be seen handing the alien over to General Reese 
and his team. 

JANET: Oh... my god...

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Max leans forward, resting his elbows on the control panel. He holds his head in his hands. 

Janet remains by his side, resting a gentle hand on his back. 
MAX: We need to get to the bottom of this. 
MAX: We should have been on top of this!

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Janet remains calm. She looks down at Max, touching his cheek. Max looks up at her. 
JANET: I'll contact Dr. Edison. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Shot over Max's shoulder. He's looking up at the image of the crashed spaceship. 
JANET: (not pictured) We will get to the bottom of this, Max. 



PAGE TWENTY-TWO (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Laptop computer screen. The screen shows the same image as Max's computer – the crashed 

spaceship in Amber City. 
BRIAN: (not pictured) Why can't I find anything?
CAPTION: Amber City

INSERT PANEL TWO
Pan out. We see Brian Hilton sitting at a desk in his home, working on a laptop. Sophia is in the 

apartment, brushing her hair by way of getting ready to leave. 
BRIAN: (exasperated) Why does everyone make hacking look easy? 
SOPHIA: (giggling) It is. You just have to work at it. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Brian leans back in his chair, rubbing his face in his hands. 
BRIAN: I really shouldn't have promoted Elba. She's much better at this than I am. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Sophia approaches Brian. She puts a hand on his shoulder and kisses his cheek. 
SOPHIA: You'll get it. Just have patience. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Shot over Brian's shoulder. He watches Sophia walk away and out the apartment door. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Focus back on Brian as he looks down at his computer. 
BRIAN: Might as well try this again...



PAGE TWENTY-THREE (seven panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside the research facility. Shot from inside a room, focused on the doorway. The door slides 

open to reveal a woman, flanked by two men dressed in coordinating dark suits – most likely body 
guards. 

CAPTION: Fort Grant Military Base, North Carolina
REESE: (not pictured) Madam Secretary. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Scene pans out to include the room. General Reese, Lt Campbell and Dr. Edison are in 

attendance. Behind them, we can see a two-way mirror that gives them eyes into another laboratory.
REESE: We weren't expecting your visit, ma'am. 
SEC of DEF: The President has sent me here to be his eyes and ears. What can you tell me 

about that alien. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
General Reese gestures toward the two-way mirror. Dr. Edison stands my the mirror, monitoring

the activity in the laboratory. We can just make out the alien sitting on a table beyond the window. 
REESE: Dr. Edison is our lead researcher here, ma'am. He can tell you more. 
EDISON: We know little, but that knowledge is expanding rapidly as we study him. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Dr. Edison turns to face the Secretary of Defense. Everyone else seems to fade into the 

background. 
EDISON: I and InterCross Labs are more than happy to aid in a respectful investigation into the 

body of this being. Currently we're still analyzing blood and tissue samples. But we do know that the 
alien is stable and appears able to communicate in our language. 

SEC OF DEF: Communicate? Or simply parrot?

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Close up of Dr. Edison. He's frowning. It's clear that he's acting as an advocate for the alien. 
EDISON: He's an intelligent being. He comprehends our language. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
The secretary seems unaffected by Edison's defensiveness. 
SEC OF DEF: Then I wish to speak with him.

INSERT PANEL SEVEN
General Reese places himself between the secretary and doctor. 
REESE: Of course, Madam Secretary. Right this way.



PAGE TWENTY-FOUR (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
The secretary, Lt Campbell, General Reese and Dr. Edison enter the laboratory where the alien 

is being kept. The alien looks up, watching the group cautiously. 
REESE: Hello again. 
ALIEN: (cautious) ….greetings. 
REESE: We have some quest--

INSERT PANEL TWO
POPOUT
The secretary silences General Reese by putting out a hand – indicating for him to stop talking.

INSERT PANEL THREE
The secretary takes a step forward, making it clear that she is the one the alien needs to address. 
SEC OF DEF: My name is Hillary Jackson. I am the Secretary of Defense for the government 

of the United States of America. I was sent here to investigate who or what you represent and your 
intentions here on Earth. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
The alien looks up at the secretary. The two lock eyes. 
SEC OF DEF: Do you have a name?
ALIEN: I am... Lt. Josel Dukyzk...



PAGE TWENTY-FIVE (one panel) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
SPLASH
The alien sits on the table, looking up at the secretary – though the alien is the only character 

pictured. The space around him is faded out. In one corner of the fade, Weather World is depicted. 
Another corner shows a band of Kraitor warriors. In the background, we see a dark silhouette with 
glowing eyes that is General Volt.

Text is captioned instead of spoken. 

JOSEL: I represent an ancient civilization that has existed for over 100,000 years. It is 
what humans would call Weather World, a very distant planet known for savage desert climates.
Our civilization has been subjected to war against another intelligent and technologically 
advanced race of aliens called... The Kraitors.

JOSEL: This war has been going on for 100 years or more and has caused great 
devastation on my planet. The remaining survivors have built a Citadel, an underground 
civilization run by a council of nine of the most trusted inhabitants of Weather World. I joined 
the planet's equivalent to your Earth's army - called The Weather Patrol. But we didn't know 
our military leader, General Volt Rlento, secretly formed an alliance with the Kraitors to 
overthrow our government. 

JOSEL: Our civilization created a strong resistance. We fought together. We bled 
together. And some of us fell together.

JOSEL: We were victorious and forced General Volt to retreat and flee our planet. In a 
continued effort to stop the traitor, I infiltrated his ship. We fought with fierce determination; 
however, he proved to be the better opponent, and I - in turn - was forced to retreat after being 
injured, using one of the ships escape pods. Unfortunately, my escape did not go unnoticed. and
I was hit with powerful blast coming from the defense mechanism in Volt's ship. My escape 
pod was not only damaged but also knocked off course and forced to take me to the nearest 
planet. 

JOSEL: Earth. It was not my... intention to create panic on your planet.



PAGE TWENTY-SIX (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Back in the laboratory. The humans in attendance all seem very quiet – in awe of Josel's 

story. 
REESE: …Is there anything to be done to prevent General Volt from finding your 

location?
JOSEL: General Volt has likely already traced my pod's location. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
POPOUT
Close up of the secretary. She looks very serious.
SEC OF DEF: What are you saying, Josel? Are we at the beginning of an invasion?

INSERT PANEL THREE
Josel nods, looking grim.
JOSEL: I believe so, Madam Secretary. Your global security might be at risk. If it is, I 

feel it is my fault and will assume responsibility for it. Let me help you defend Earth. It could 
be the only hope for humanity. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Those in attendance look around at one another. It's clear they're worried about what is 

being said. The room carries a sense of silence and wonder. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
The secretary steps forward. She offers Josel her hand to shake.
SEC OF DEF: As Secretary of Defense for the United States of America, it is my duty to

protect everyone in our nation. If this threat becomes real, then we will trust you and the help 
you offer to keep us safe. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Pan out. Josel shakes the secretary's hand.
SEC OF DEF: General Reese will prove a most valuable aid, should this threat come to 

fruition. 
REESE: Absolutely, Madam Secretary. With Josel's help, we will begin preparing for 

any attempt to invade.
SOLDIER: (not pictured) General!



PAGE TWENTY-SEVEN (four panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
The group of people turn toward the door to the laboratory. A soldier stands in the 

doorway, breathing hard. He'd just run a great distance to get to the general. 
SOLDIER: (catching his breath) General.
REESE: What is it, soldier?

INSERT PANEL TWO
The soldier looks at the general. Fear is plain on his features. 
SOLDIER: They've detected an enormous ship headed directly for Amber City!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Everyone looks shocked by the news.
CAMPBELL: This can't be...
JOSEL: ...He's here.

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Close up of the secretary appearing very serious.
SEC OF DEF: May God have mercy on us all.



PAGE TWENTY-EIGHT (four panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Downtown Amber City. A group of citizens are stopped outside an electronics store, 

looking through the window at a number of televisions. The screens show a variety of news 
reports. Some show the space ship crash from before. Another shows a space ship in the sky 
over the city. Lillian Thompson is on one of the screens, reporting on the sighting. 

CAPTION: Amber City

INSERT PANEL TWO
Cut to the newsroom of the Amber City Journal – there's an award or sign stating the 

name of the business. Arthur Trace, Alicia Shaw and John McMahon stare slack-jawed at a 
television screen, watching Lillian's report.

INSERT PANEL THREE
Inside the Hilton Mansion. A large family portrait is on a back wall – we can see Brian 

Hilton surrounded by his family. An elderly woman – Margot Hilton – is sitting in the room, in 
a high backed chair. She's watching the news – the light from the television glows on her face. 
The family butler, Fred Kolovish, is beside her, holding a tray of tea. 

FRED: I wouldn't worry, ma'am. Brian will save the world as he always does. 
MARGOT: I know... The world needs Brian, but Brian is my world.

INSERT PANEL FOUR
POPOUT
Close up of Margot. She bears the slightest, almost hopeful smile.
MARGOT: I hope everything will be alright.



PAGE TWENTY-NINE (three panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Sean Scott is inside a liquor store. He sets his beer up on the counter to pay for it when 

the television behind the counter catches his attention. He stares, watching the news.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Doris' Diner. Darrell Scott is frozen in his seat. He has a bite of pancakes halfway 

between his plate and his mouth – and he's frozen in place as he watches the events unfold on 
the television. Doris is beside him, refilling his coffee cup. She's just as shocked as Darrell is. 
She doesn't notice that the cup is overfilled and overflowing onto the table and floor. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
In the Trace family home we see Amanda, Darrell Scott's girlfriend, with her mother, 

Amelia and her little brother ,Alan Trace, all together at home watching the news.



PAGE THIRTY (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside InterCross Tower. Max and Janet are watching multiple news sources at their 

control panel. 
MAX: I can't sit this one out. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Janet looks over at Max. Worry is plain on her features. 
JANET: Please, Max. Don't go. 
MAX: I have to. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Max stands, taking Janet into his arms. He cups her cheek affectionately. 
JANET: What if you don't come back this time?
MAX: You know I'll always come back to you. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
POPOUT
The two share a passionate kiss. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Dressed as the Silver Tiger, Max sits in the cockpit of his personalized jet. His hands are 

on the controls. 
SILVER TIGER: Now onto Amber City.



PAGE THIRTY-ONE (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Skyline of Amber City. High above the city, we can see the alien space ship. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Inside the alien ship. Thunder Bolt stands at the command, flanked by Lt Grioka – a 

Kraitor alien – and Electric Girl. 
THUNDER BOLT: Clear the area and elimininate anyone who stands in our way. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
POPOUT
Close up of the alien ship. A panel slides away, revealing a large compartment within the

ship.

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Many smaller ships fly out of the hull of the large space ship. They fire randomly with 

brightly colored lasers, creating massive amounts of destruction. 



PAGE THIRTY- TWO (six panels)

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside Hilton Corp. Elba's office. She's seen entering her office. Charles Robinson – one 

of the Board of Directors who spoke out against Brian previously – is waiting for her there. 
ELBA: Charles. I wasn't expecting you. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Elba sits behind her desk as Charles looks about the office, not really paying attention to 

her. 
CHARLES: I wanted to... congratulate you on your first day in charge. But I see you 

haven't addressed that train issue yet.
ELBA: It's something I'm working on. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Charles turns to look at Elba. 
CHARLES: Working on? You don't have it handled yet?

INSERT PANEL FOUR
He places his hands on her desk, leaning over her. 
CHARLES: If you can't handle this – if you can't prove you're worthy of this position – 

the board will have you removed. And I'll be waiting for my chance to pick up the pieces of the 
mess you're making. 

CHARLES: This company will be mine. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Elba looks down, distressed by what she's hearing. Charles turns and leaves. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Alone in her office, Elba looks outside the window to see one of the smaller spaceships 

fly by. 
ELBA: ....What now...?



PAGE THIRTY-THREE (four panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Outside the Amber City Police Department. 
COMMISSIONER CANE: (not pictured) Alright, men!

INSERT PANEL TWO
Inside the department. Officers – in and out of uniform – are gathered in the bull pit. 

Everyone is looking at the commissioner. 
COMMISSIONER CANE: We don't know what we're up against. So I want everyone in 

vests. Riot gear if you have it. Stay safe out there, and keep our city safe. 
COMMISSIONER CANE: Move out!

INSERT PANEL THREE
Sophia Cane is riding in the back of a taxi. She looks anxious. 
SOPHIA: Hurry....

INSERT PANEL FOUR
She gets out the taxi. She looks overhead to see a low flying space ship overhead.



PAGE THIRTY-FOUR (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside Brian Hilton's apartment. He is still sitting at his desk, trying to find out more 

information about the alien on his laptop. A flash of light is seen just outside his window. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
POPOUT
Brian looks up, brows knit in confusion. 
BRIAN: What in the name of...

INSERT PANEL THREE
Brian steps out onto the balcony. He looks up and sees space ships flying through the 

city, firing lasers randomly – damaging buildings and other structures. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Brian looks down at the streets of Amber City. Civilians are running about, trying to find

safety from the attack. Armed Kraitor soldiers can be seen marching along the streets. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Brian hurries back into his apartment, unbuttoning his shirt. 
BRIAN: Hold on, Amber City. Strong Man is on the way. 



PAGE THIRTY-FIVE  (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside Doris' Diner. Doris, Luigi, Darrell and other customers are watching the destruction of

the city from inside the diner. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Darrell distances himself from the group, picking up his backpack. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Darrell exits out the back of the diner, entering an alleyway. 
DARRELL: Alright, Mr. Nuclear. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
POPOUT
Close up of Darrell's backpack. The pack is unzipped so we can see his Mr. Nuclear costume

inside. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Mr. Nuclear is suited up. He looks up at an alien ship flying by. 
MR NUCLEAR: Time to get to work. 

INSERT PANEL SIX
Mr. Nuclear begins to glow with energy as he flies up into the sky.



PAGE THIRTY-SIX (six panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
Inside the military base. General Reese, Lt Campbell, Josel and the Secretary of Defense stand

before a wall of monitors, watching the invasion take place. 
JOSEL: It is as I feared... Thunder Bolt has come.

INSERT PANEL TWO
Josel faces the Secretary. 
JOSEL: The time has come for me to fulfill my promise. I will do all in my power to protect

this planet. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Close up of the Secretary. She nods.
SEC OF DEF: You have our full support. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Outside  the  facility.  Soldiers  are  rushing  about,  preparing  for  battle.  Josel  is  seen  calmly

walking out of the facility, flanked by General Reese and Lt Campbell. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Josel starts to glow with his power. 
REESE: Ready men?

INSERT PANEL SIX
Josel levitates above the soldiers, ready to lead them. 
REESE: Let's move on Amber City. Follow the Weather Man!



PAGE THIRTY-SEVEN (five panels) 

INSERT PANEL ONE
City of Jupiter Coast. Panel is a scene of the skyline. We focus on one large apartment

building. It has a roof terrace with a swimming pool. 
CAPTION: Jupiter Coast

INSERT PANEL TWO
Inside one of the apartments.  The walls  are covered with framed newspaper articles

about  Warrior  Woman.  Awards  and  medals  hang  on  the  walls,  beside  drawings  made  my
childen of Warrior woman. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Further into the apartment. Pictures of Warrior Woman stand on a dresser. First, Warrior

Woman with Gabriel, Albert and Cassandra Harris – circa 1974. Then a picture of Warrior
Woman shaking hands with President Ronald Regan. 

INSERT PANEL FOUR
Even further into the apartment. Warrior Woman is seen sitting on her bed, sharpening

her sword in smooth, careful strokes. The room is lit with natural light and the glow from the
radio. 

INSERT PANEL FIVE
Warrior Woman stops what she's doing, looking over at the radio as the music stops. 
RADIO: We interupt this broadcast to bring you breaking news...



PAGE THIRTY-EIGHT

INSERT PANEL ONE
Shot over Warrior Woman's shoulder. She's looking at her costume. It's kept in a glass

case display against the wall. Her reflection can be seen in the glass. 
RADIO: Amber City has declared a state of emergency as aliens make their way through

the city – leaving nothing but destruction in their wake. 

INSERT PANEL TWO
Warrior Woman stands, opening the glass case. She looks fondly on her costume. 
WARRIOR WOMAN: Alright, old friend. 

INSERT PANEL THREE
Warrior  Woman  stands  on  the  balcony  of  her  apartment,  dressed  for  battle.  She's

reaching over her shoulder, placing her sword into the sheath she wears on her back. The sun
shines brightly, casting Warrior Woman into a silhouette. 

ISSUE END


